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Abstract
A new idea is proposed for encrypting electronic messages by using
algorithms that are circulated through a key agreed upon by the sender and
receiver. The encrypted message is handled and stored in the database, the
system is internal, and sends messages only to people registered in the
system. If the system compromised or lost the user's password, the message
remains encrypted and you need the same key to decrypt it, so the message
is kept secret even if the account or system is lost. The system principle
depends on the registry for authentication and then get permissions to use
the commands related to sending, receiving and reviewing messages and
others. The researcher has implemented two algorithms, i.e. the idea that
the user has the right to choose encrypted algorithms for the message, the
first algorithm is symmetric and the other is asymmetric. The proposed
system will encrypt the messages upon the choice of the user. The
encryption and decryption process were very successful for the two
algorithms. The algorithms were called to encrypt messages and decrypt
without any problems regarding encryption and decryption. The algorithms
worked & was implemented pursuant to what planned by the researcher
and gave expected results, the result is that encryption and decryption of
text messages and storing the messages in the database are coded (E-code)
consequently that a hacker cannot read text message content.
Keywords: Encrypt, Decrypt, Authentication, Password-Based Key
Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2), Data Encryption Standard )DES).
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الملخص
تم اقتراح و طرح فكرر ديدري شتير در اشرلراإلل ارشكتروبدرت دالرتليام اشلوارالدرا

اشتر

دتم تياوشها دالتليام ل تاح لت ق علده لن قدل اشلرلل واشلتلق  .دتم لعاشدت اشرلاشت اشلي ر

ياللدررا ودرلررل اشرلرراإلل فقررط ش ر ا يررلا
ودكررون اشب ررام
وتلادبهررا ف ر قاعرري اشددابررا
ي
اشللدلدن ف اشب ام  .ذا كان اشب ام قري ترم الت ارقره فو فقري كللرت اشلررور اشلامرت داشللرتليم

ت ل اشرلاشت لي ر وتحتاج ش ب س اشل تاح ش ك تي درها شذشك بدق اشرلاشت لرردت حتر فر

حاشررت فقرري اشحلررال فو اشب ررام .دعتلرري لدرريف اشب ررام علر اشتلررددل شللمررايقت ولررن ررم اشحمررول
علر فذوبرا

تلرتليام ا والرر اشلتعلقرت د رلرال وتلقر ولرادعرت اشرلراإلل و درهرا .قرام اشداحر

دتب دررذ لروارالدتدن فر فكررر فن اشللررتليم شيدرره اشحررق فر التدررار لوارالدررا

شتير در اشرلرراشت

اشبمرردت اشلوارالدررت ا وش ر لتلا لررت وا لرررغ دررر لتلا لررت .لرردقوم اشب ررام اشلقترررح دتي ر در

اشرلرراإلل دبررا عل ر التدررار اشللررتليم .شقرري كاب ر
شللروارالدتدن  .ان عللدررت الررتيعا اشلوارالدررا

عللدررت اشتي ر در وفررك اشتي ر در بادحررت در يريا

شتير در اشرلرراإلل وفررك تير درها تلر

يون فر

ليرراكل تتعلررق داشتي ر در وفررك اشتي ر در  .شقرري ب ررذ و علل ر اشلوارالدررا وفقيررا شلررا لطررط شرره
اشداح ر وقرريل اشبترراإلو اشلتوقعررت و اشلردررو و قرري كاب ر اشبتددررت ه ر فن تي ر در وفررك تي ر در
اشرلاإلل اشبمدت وتلادن اشرلاإلل ف قاعي اشددابا

اشهاكر ق ار لحتوغ اشرلاإلل اشبمدت.

درتم ترلداهرا وداشتراش ت دلرتطدا اشللتررق

الكلمات المفتاحية:
اشتي در فك اشتي در اشلمايقت فذوبا
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The security of the information is not reached by accident; this requires
good planning and the right steps at the right time. The implementation of
secure email involves the same type of process that is used for other
commercial applications (Wodehouse, n.d.). For example:
 The need for email security must be taken into account in each phase of the
system. The person administering the project must ensure that the required
data is obtained from users, administrators and security personnel.
 Security criteria based on company standards must be formalized. Email
packets can be compared to the criteria to determine if they provide an
acceptable level of security. Comparisons can also be made with the
criteria after the design of a planned configuration or the installation of a
prototype (pre-implementation review), and again after the complete
functioning of the system (post-implementation review).
 The company's security policy must be updated to reflect the messaging
environment. Security awareness programs for users should also be
expanded and appropriate training programs should be established.
 The message system should be subject to a periodic security review.
Treating the email system in the same way as other commercial
applications can help ensure that adequate security is achieved and
maintained.
The particular security techniques selected for the messaging system
depend on the configuration and the mechanisms offered in the messaging
environment. As mentioned above, traditional security techniques can be used
very effectively, especially on individual host systems (Finance, 2008).
Examples of traditional techniques include:
 Individual identification and authentication of each user of the system.
 Extended identification and authentication when remote access is allowed
(for example, remote access).
 Restrictions on access to directories and mail files so that each user can see
only their own messages.
 Restrictions on access to services such as gateways to external systems,
especially when services incur additional costs.
 Individual identification and authentication of mail transfer agents.
 Regular monitoring of the use of the system, including unsuccessful
attempts to access the system, a mail transfer agent or files and mail
directories. In addition, file and directory monitoring should include direct
access attempts using the commands and operating system utilities.
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When it comes to large networks, it is not possible to know or control
all the network hosts and participating network routes. Although facilities can
be secured, the existence of other, less secure nodes makes systems more
vulnerable. This requires the use of more advanced security techniques to
protect systems and email traffic. To increase security on messaging hosts
connected to the network, new emerging security techniques include:
 Network firewall and other types of traffic filtering: These limits that
foreign hosts can connect to internal computers. The main objective is to
protect internal computing resources by limiting access from external
(possibly hostile) hosts. A firewall usually includes a mail gateway that
serves as a single point of contact for foreign hosts. The gateway then
redirects messages to internal hosts, as well as outgoing traffic.
 Comparison of available network credentials of various protocols: For
example, a particular host can be identified by an Ethernet address, a
network address, and a network host name. If all three are registered by the
host, consistency can be checked later when a new connection is requested.
If one part of the information varies, another node may pretend to be the
known correspondent. Although this method is not completely foolproof, it
provides additional verification that can improve security.
 Encryption of key network routes: For example, a link between offices can
use a public network in which there is no user control. The traffic that
passes through the link can be encrypted and decrypted at the other end
under user control. If sound encryption techniques are used, the content of
the message cannot be seen, even if the traffic is monitored or captured. In
addition, the integrity of the messages is protected. If a message is
modified or corrupted in some way, it will not be possible to decrypt it.
Encryption offers significant benefits as an email security technique
because it addresses many exposures to the loss of confidentiality and
integrity. This also reduces the need for strict security in each component
of the messaging system and in each network path (Wu).
An approach of using encryption, known as public key encryption, is
particularly useful for exchanging email messages. Tools placed in the hands of
end users allow them to exchange secure messages; the recipient has a high
degree of certainty that a message is from the person he or she claims to be, has
not been altered in any way and has not been accessed by anyone else
(including e-mail system administrators). This certainty has a relatively low
cost (the software to encrypt and decrypt messages and the time to use them)
and can work without any change in the messaging system used to send a
message. Through the use of public key encryption, each user has two keys.
One, known as a private key, is kept secret; the public key is granted to any
person with whom the user wishes to exchange messages. The knowledge of a
user's public key does not allow the determination of the user's private key.
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The keys are used as follows:
 If a message is encrypted with a key, only the key can be used to decrypt it.
Therefore, to send a message so that only the recipient can read it, a sender
encrypts it with its key, which is available.
 If a message can be decrypted with a public key, the sender must have
encrypted the message with its key. Therefore, to show someone that the
sender has sent a message, the sender will encrypt it with their own key.
Alternatively, if a number that uniquely characterizes the content of the
message is calculated by the sender (sometimes called a checksum or hash
total, but called in this context as a message digest), the sender can also
encrypt and send with the message. The recipient can decrypt the message
summary, calculate the value according to the received message and
compare it with the original to show that the message has not been
modified. These techniques can be combined to give us four main
functions that are very similar to sending regular mail (Kiefer, Wiesmaier,
& Fritz, Practical Security in E-Mail Applications, 2012)(only much more
secure because of the encryption technology used):
 Sign a message, to check paternity: This involves calculating a
message summary and then encrypting the summary with a private
key.
 Seal a message, to protect your privacy: This requires encrypting the
message with the recipient's public key.
 Open a message so that you can see the content. Only the intended
recipient can decrypt the message with his private key.
 Check a message to make sure it comes from the specified sender:
Using the sender's public key is the only way to retrieve the message
summary and verify the content.

1.2 Statement of the Problem
Privacy concerns
Today, it may be important to distinguish between internal e-mail
systems and the Internet. The Internet e-mail address can travel and be stored
on networks and computers without the sender or recipient of the command.
For the duration, it is possible for a third party to read the content or even
change. Internal e-mail systems in which never leave the network information
of the organization can be safer, although information technology employees
and others whose function may include monitoring or management, can access
other employees' emails (Kiefer, Wiesmaier, & Fritz, Practical Security in EMail Applications). The confidentiality of e-mails, without some security
precautions can be impaired because:
-

Electronic messages are usually not encrypted.
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-

Electronic messages must pass through intermediate computers before
they reach their destination, which means it is relatively easy for others
to read and read messages.
Many internet services provider (ISP) are sending copies of e-mails to
their mail servers before they are delivered. The backups can remain on the
server for up to several months, despite deletion proses carried out from the
mailbox.
Fields "Received:" - and other information in the e-mail can often identify the
sender and prevent anonymous communication.

1.3 Objectives
The research aims to study the mechanism which operates e-mail
protocols and used policies to protect the body of the message transmitted from
the sender to the receiver to ensure the confidentiality of the message content.
And to compare preference between those mechanisms and protocols that are
pursued by companies supplied with the e-mail service.
1.3.1 Main Objectives
The main objectives of the theses, and after discussing the function of
corporation which offers an email service, are:
a) To be safe and secure messages among users.
b) Introduce a secure messaging system between users in the system
c) Studying the advantages and disadvantages between the used methods
1.3.2 Specific Objectives
The objectives are to protect messages from the intruders or those trying
to enter the system to detect messages and to know the privacy of users and
dialogues that occur among themselves, for use for reasons of hackers.
1.4 Significance of the Thesis
The importance of the study and after reviewing the methods companies
that provide email service to protect messages between users, and work to put
up a way to protect messages sent via e-mail between several parties, and the
comparison between the current methods and new proposed method and find
points of differences and pros between the two methods.
1.5 Scope and Limitations of the Thesis
The proposed mechanism works to encrypt the message by using
advanced encryption algorithms, to keep the message content reading of others
to persons authorized to check out the content, when the process of sending the
message, the message is encrypted and stored in databases, to keep it secret
even if the attack on databases by hackers, the message remains protected
because it is encrypted, As well as it remains unread for programmers who stay
5

abreast of the databases for maintenance and development, and the lack of
attention to what it was a channel that is sent to a secure message or not,
because the message is encrypted to become unread.
The researcher will work to build an application simulates what has
been proposed, using the languages for Internet sites programming software
and linked to databases that will store the data where the work interfaces own
messages and users, and user authentication and permissions mechanism and
everything required for the success of the experiment of taken it the most
accurate results
1.5.1 Main Scope
The researcher will study and read previous literature, find out what
others have done, find propose and test the system, and verify the possibility of
encrypting and decrypting text messages to protect users' e-mail.
1.5.2 Main Limitations
The researcher aims to propose a system that works to authenticate the
entry of users to the system and work permissions to use the tasks available to
the user and the work of several supplies to choose the type of encryption
algorithm and decryption for text messages.

1.6 Methodology
The proposed method will be applied to build a simulated application
used to send the e-mail, and the followings will be used in this application:

1-ASP.NET MVC The Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern
separates an application into three main components: the model, the view, and
the controller. The ASP.NET MVC framework provides an alternative to the
ASP.NET Web Forms pattern for creating Web applications. The ASP.NET
MVC framework is a lightweight, highly testable presentation framework that
(as with Web Forms-based applications) is integrated with existing ASP.NET
features, such as master pages and membership-based authentication. The
MVC framework is defined in the SystemWeb.MVC assembly.
MVC is a standard design pattern that many developers are familiar with. Some
types of Web applications will benefit from the MVC framework. Others will
continue to use the traditional ASP.NET application pattern that is based on
Web Forms and postbacks. Other types of Web applications will combine the
two approaches; neither approach excludes the other. (ASP.NET MVC
Overview, n.d.)
2- C# is a multi-paradigm programming language encompassing strong typing,
imperative, declarative, functional, generic, object-oriented (class-based), and
component-oriented programming disciplines. It was developed by Microsoft
6

within its .NET initiative and later approved as a standard by Ecma (ECMA334) and ISO. C# is one of the programming languages designed for the
Common Language Infrastructure. (C Sharp (programming language), n.d.)
3- Microsoft SQL is a relational database management system developed
by Microsoft. As a database server, it is a software product with the primary
function of storing and retrieving data as requested by other software
applications—which may run either on the same computer or on another
computer across a network (including the Internet). Microsoft markets at least a
dozen different editions of Microsoft SQL Server, aimed at different audiences
and for workloads ranging from small single-machine applications to large
Internet-facing applications with many concurrent users. (Microsoft SQL
Server, n.d.)

1.7 Thesis Outline
The following chapters are organized as follows: Chapter 2 is a Literature
Review, Chapter 3 is the Proposed Approach, Chapter 4 Experimental Results
& Discussion, and Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work.
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Chapter Two
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
Email (or electronic mail) is a method of exchanging messages between
people using electronic devices. Email first came in the 1960s and the mid1970s, it took the form now recognized by email. E-mail works through
computer networks, which today are mainly the Internet. Current messaging
systems are based on a storage and shipping model. Mail servers accept,
transmit, deliver, and store messages. Neither users nor their computers should
be online simultaneously; just connect briefly, usually to an email server or
webmail interface, all the time it takes to send or receive messages.
The history of modern Internet mail services dates back to the beginning of
ARPANET, with standards for coding e-mails published as early as 1973. A
message sent in the early 1970s is very similar to a basic email sent today. Email played an important role in the creation of the Internet and the conversion
of ARPANET to the Internet in the early 1980s produced the core of current
services.

2.1 Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
In 1991, a Colorado programmer, Phil Zimmermann, released PGP, an
email encryption system that signed, sealed, and managed message keys. Since
its launch in 1991, PGP has apparently kept the promise of widespread email
security. Despite this, the actual adoption rate of PGP has been slow. They
proposed that two main factors contribute to this poor adoption: perceived
complexity and interoperable integration from end to end. They proposed a
system to facilitate the widespread implementation of email encryption
compatible with OpenPGP between mail user platforms and agents that
consists of a set of SMTP and POP proxies that perform the required
encryption and decryption work and facilitate key management. (Berger, 2003).
The encryption can show data secret while the message is in passing,
and authentication and non-repudiation by the usage of digital signatures. PGP
can sign messages only before E-Code it. By using cryptographic processes,
PGP as well as S/MIME introduce the usual issues that arise with the usage of
such techniques, especially key management issues. Also, the potential
vulnerabilities of server and client software are in no way countered by the use
of encryption; instead, it introduces a higher level of complexity by imposing
the need for additional software. (Fischer, 2004)
One of the key features of Crypto Bird is to allow the user to perform
full-text searches on encrypted e-mails in entire folders or mailboxes. It is
compatible with all common standard mechanisms, namely S/MIME,
PGP/INLINE and PGP/MIME. However, due to the lack of standard
encryption of encrypted headers and calendar entries, all parties involved must
install the Crypto Bird extension to read the encrypted topics and calendar
entries. (Kiefer, Wiesmaier, & Fritz, Practical Security in E-Mail Applications,
2012)
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The main difference between PGP and Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM)
was the system's approach to certification: while PEM specified a centralized
public key infrastructure (PKI) with a single root, PGP users can independently
certify keys as belonging to others. Zimmermann anticipated that these
capabilities would be used to build a trust network based on reputation. PGP
was very popular in some technical communities, but increased adoption was
hampered because PGP was difficult to manage centrally, and PGP did not
have licenses for PGP it was a separate program that did not interact seamlessly
with existing messaging systems. These objections were overcome with the
introduction of the commercial version of PGP in 1997, which included all the
necessary patent licenses and add-ons that allow PGP to interact with popular
email systems such as Microsoft Outlook and Eudora. PGP message formats
were eventually standardized by Request for comments (RFCs). (Garfinkel,
Margrave, Schiller, Nordlander, & Miller, 2005)

2.2 Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM)
The Task Force on Internet Privacy began working in the mid-1980s to
develop standards designed to ensure end-to-end encryption of e-mail. These
standards were known as the Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM). PEM has defined
two main protection functions: Signed messages and signed and encrypted
messages. Users have published their RSA (Rivest Shamir and Adelman)
public keys in digital certificates as defined in X.509 Consultative Committee
for International Telephony and Telegraphy (CCITT). These certificates were
signed by using the RSA private key of a Certificate Authority (CA). Once
received, PEM implementations store the certificates that accompany them on
the recipient's computer. The recipient could then reply to the messages with a
response that was both signed with the sender's own key and encrypted with the
intended recipient's public key. (Garfinkel, Margrave, Schiller, Nordlander, &
Miller, 2005)

2.3 Threats on Email
2.3.1 Eavesdropping
E-mail letters move on networks that are fractions of a large image, the
Internet with a large number of people. Therefore, it is quite simple for a
person to capture or trace a letter and read it (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015)
(Adeyinka, 2008.) and to overcome eavesdropping, encryption services can be
used (Stallings, 2011).

2.3.2 Identity Theft
If the correct security protocols are not adopted, the attacker can capture
or steal your username and password and use them to read your messages, it is
possible. In addition to sending emails from your account, while you have no
idea (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015)and to overcome identity theft, improve user
skills can be used.
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2.3.3 Message Modification
Anyone who receives your messages, can also change it if they are not
encrypted. In addition, anyone has administrative rights to visit your message
on any SMTP server, not only can see your message, but can also change it
(Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015)and to overcome the modification of the message,
you can use the Strong Integrity Protocol (M. G. Gouda, 2002).

2.3.4 False Messages
The name of the sender can be easily manufactured, then it is very
simple to send a message that seems to have been sent by another person
without protection (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015) and to overcome the false
messages, develop the skills of the user can be used to distinguish the false
message

2.3.5 Unprotected Backups
Messages can usually be reserved in plain text on the SMTP server and
the backup copies may create. Messages can reside on secondary servers
(backup servers) for several years, even if you deleted the message. So that
anyone who accesses these servers can read or access their letters too (Chhabra,
& Bajwa, 2015) and to overcome unprotected backup copies, customers must
deal with a highly reliable server.

2.3.6 Repudiation
It is recognized that email messages may be forged; therefore, anyone
who sends you some messages about rejection can then reject it and then send a
message and prove that it is not easy. The implications of these forgery
problems are the same as in contracts in commercial communications
(Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015)and to overcome the rejection, the sender must use
the digital signature (Stallings, 2011).

2.3.7 Email spoofing
Sometimes the email seems to be obtained from an authentic source, but
in reality it has been sent from somewhere else (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015)
(Kunal Pandove, 2010) (P. Ramesh Babu, 2010) and to avoid the spoofing of
emails, Transport Layer Security and its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer
(TLS / SSL) to enforce authentication (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015).

2.3.8 Email Spamming
Junk or spam refers to sending an email to the number of people with
multiple malicious purposes or any use of advertising. Spam mailings are
always created by stealing a mailing list or searching the Internet for
information (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015) (Jitendra Nath Shrivastava, 2014) and
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to avoid spam, email filtering can be used depending on the content of the
email (Kirill Levchenko, 2011).

2.3.9 Email Bombing
Email "bombing" indicates to very mail sending again and again by a
delinquent to a specific user (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015) (Adeyinka, 2008.) and
overcoming Email Bombing, the pending mail filtering can be used according
to developed rule sets (Tim Bass, 1998).

2.3.10 Sending threats
Threatening letters are transferred to people who inflame them or who
alter their mood to take an unfavorable step. False Western data is also sent to
third parties or third parties to damages the reputation of a specific individual.
It is known as spraying, a communication is not considered defamatory unless
the target is sent to another person (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015)today many of the
common features in mail security products contain filtering such as antispam,
antivirus, HTML tag deletion , privacy controls and exploration of
inappropriate content (Cocca, 2004)

2.3.11 Email Frauds
Email Fraud is universal adulteration made for certain personal benefits
or monetary gain (Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015) and to overcome email fraud,
increase the skills of the user can be applied in order to be able to distinguish
fraud by email and using the email filter (Kirill Levchenko, 2011).

2.3.12 Emails used as devices to spread malicious software
The attacker can use the emails as devices to distribute worms, viruses
and other malicious software. These emails are attached to ours as an
attachment, when you open them will attack your browser or compute
(Chhabra, & Bajwa, 2015), you can use filtering services such as antivirus,
antispam to overcome it (Cocca, 2004).

2.3.13 Phishing
It can be known as an attack for larceny your secret information. It can
be defined as an attack to steal your confidential information, such as bank
credentials, passwords, and ATM PIN. It conforms as Emails that comes to
your account and that appears to be on one side authenticated, as your financial
institution's deposit. These emails attract you to open a hyperlink exists to your
email or reply to a message or click on attach file and this click will direct you
to their website but it actually looks like your financial institution trusting
deposit site and ask you to fill in several secret information passwords. To steal
your password and use it later for any malicious intent (Chhabra, & Bajwa,
2015) (Choo, 2011) (Gori Mohamed .J, 2014). The specified spam filters can
reduce the number of phishing emails that reach their recipients' inboxes, or
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provide post-delivery fix, delete, and analyze phishing attacks. These
approaches depend on machine learning (Cleber K., 2013)
The email security technique must include an important set of cryptographic
missions. It provides the following cryptographic missions (Suresh Kumar B., 2012):

 Encryption: the procedures that convert the simple message into an
encryption message.
 Non-repudiation: the recipient can show that the sender actually sent it. Do
not reject (origin): confirm that an email was transferred by specific aspect,
not repudiation (destination): confirm that an email was obtained by
specific aspect.
 Integrity: the defense against destruction or incorrect information change,
the email sent is not altered. The guarantee that the received message is
transferred in a competent manner by an authorized entity.
 Privacy: "preserve the authorized restrictions for access and disclosure of
information" (Stallings, 2011).
 Authentication: is a property that an email has not been modified, in
transit.
 Proof of shipment: confirmation to the sender that the sender received it.
 Proof of delivery: confirmation to the sender that the recipient received it.
The following researches discuss and introduce the important methods
used in email security:

2.4 Encryption
Email encryption hides the email content from eavesdroppers by
encrypting it into an unreadable form, According to the following:

2.4.1 Design of Fully Deniable Authentication Service for Email Applications
The e-mail authentication service will be completely denied in this
method, it can be easy to incorporate the purpose of work into the S / MIME
(Secure / Multipurpose Internet Mail) and PGP (Pretty Good Privacy)
extensions to provide the authentication of messages without proof of nonrepudiation. The purpose of this method may simply be a particular message
receiver for message authentication. This technique also allows the sender of
the message to refuse the generation of messages. The advantage in this way
can save the privacy of the personal message (Lein Harn, 2008)

2.4.2 New Secure E-mail Scheme Based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography
Combined Public Key
This method provides completely perfect security, such as data integrity,
authentication, data confidentiality and non-rejection of origin. It is not
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necessary to prepare the third online certificate agent against other protocols to
secure the e-mail as S / MIME or PGP, it needs little space to store the key it
reduces the capacity of the computer easy to use than other systems for the
security of messaging The proposed method is particularly desirable for the
implementation in the environment of the intranet and the private network (Yi
Zhang, 2008)

2.4.3 A Secure Email System Based on IBE, DNS and Proxy Service
The study suggests a new system for messaging security, depends on
identity-based encryption (IBE) that uses DNS as the basis for a proxy service,
key exchange, which implements encryption and decryption place of the user
and a system of fingerprint authentication for the authentication of the user. In
the working approach, each current email functionality is maintained and no
modern infrastructure is desired. This strategy can significantly reduce phishing
and possibly mitigate spam (Suresh Kumar B., 2012).

2.4.4 Secure Server Verification by Using RSA Algorithm and Visual
Cryptography
This work uses the RSA algorithm and visual cryptography (VC) to
solve phishing problems. Here is an image that depends on the authentication
used by VC. The secure server has kept unique keys so that users can encrypt
and decrypt the images. The method chooses a stochastic image for the
registration process. Then, it implements cryptography and the image converter
in two parts. The first part will be sent after the encryption to the trusted server
to perform the tests. The encrypted version of the right side is provided when
the tested server is registered on the secure server. Sending a part to the user.
Get the coin and to get an image, you need to implement decryption. If there is
a match between the original image and this image, the website may request
more transactions (Aboli Bhanji, 2013)

2.4.5 Secure Mail Using Visual Cryptography
The method applies visual cryptography in the email to send it to a
grayscale image. The grayscale image must produce visual cryptographic
actions. Encrypt shared resources by applying a chaos-based encryption
algorithm, applying the wavelet transformation and authenticating it with the
public key. It depends on the authentication technique. The first share is sent to
one server and the other to the recipient's mailbox. The possibility of an attack
by man in the environment is impossible because the transmission operation of
the two common parts is transmitted by two different means of transport. If an
attacker has only one part of two actions, so that the attacker cannot obtain
information on the message from the recipient's side, he can retrieve the
greyscale image from the search of both parties, decipher and stack them.
Finally, the message is being restored from the grayscale image (Ajish S, 2014)
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2.4.6 Secure Server Verification
In this way, a new approach has been proposed through the application
of the RSA algorithm and visual cryptography. Cryptography is the commonly
used method for data protection. In this work, the image is not created, but is
provided by the server or the user can browse the image. Attackers could not
decrypt the encrypted image technically. The main purpose of the method is to
protect users against identity theft of system users and against counterfeiting
(Shweta Umredkar, 2015).

2.5 Filtering
An e-mail filtering is a type of program that filters e-mails according to
specified criteria and divides them into different folders, According to the
following:

2.5.1 Ripper Algorithm
This method offers new ways to automatically learn the basics for
classifying email in multiple classes; even so, he did not specifically address
the type of spam in this method (Wenqing Zhao, 2005) (Cohen, 1996)

2.5.2 Genetic Document Classifier
The work uses the genetic programming technique to improve the
classification agents. This is a new method for classifying documents, where all
agents develop the representation of a tree analysis of the need for specific
information of a user. The other remarkable properties of work are a
continuous process of training; user feedback helps the agent adapt the longterm information requirements for the (Wenqing Zhao, 2005) (Clack, 1997)

2.5.3 Smokey
This method identifies several approaches to flame recognition by
admitting a prototype system. This is in favor of an email that can find hostile
emails. Smokey builds a feature vector of 47 components that depends on the
semantics and syntax of all clauses, incorporating sentence vectors into all
messages. Quinlan's C4.5 Decision Tree Generator used a set of 720 learning
messages to define feature-dependent rules that could correctly categorize 98%
of the flames and 64% of the flames into a set of separate experiments.
(Wenqing Zhao, 2005) (Spertus, 1997).

2.5.4 Bayesian Junk Email Filter
An anti-spam filter depends on a promoted Naïve Bayes classifier.
Memory and precision have been modified when the particular information and
sentences in the header have been added as features (Wenqing Zhao, 2005)
(Sahami, 1998).
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2.5.5 An e-mail classification system based on the theoretical theory of
decision-making and the analysis of e-mail security
A new system was introduced for class emails to 3 sets of spam, nonspam and suspicious mail, which depended on approximate sets of decision
theory. By comparing common forms of categorization such as the "Naïve
Bayes classification," the anti-spam model filter reduces the error rate that
distinguishes junk e-mail from spam and can detect potential security issues in
multiple spam systems. messaging. A form based on the email classification
paradigm was developed, a form based on the email classification paradigm
was sophisticated and distinguished new messages from three classes: first
spam, second non-spam and third suspected of not categorizing the following
messages as spam and non-spam (Wenqing Zhao, 2005)

2.5.6 Research on Email Filtering Based on Improved Bayesian
This method merged the Bayesian algorithm with the Boosting method
and offered a new spam filtering algorithm. The Bayesian algorithm ignores the
import information. Experience indicates that the algorithm can solve it. The
results of the method show that the modified algorithm has more beneficial and
better results. The improved filtering algorithm can not only improve the
accuracy of the spam filter, but also reduce the loss of information and the
proportion of classification errors in the email (Liu Pei-yu, 2009)

2.5.7 A Novel Method of Spam Mail Detection by Using Text Based
Clustering Approach
The method suggests grouping emails and is made to efficiently find
spam messages. The suggested work includes the distance between all the
properties of the email. Clustering is the way in which data stenography is
applied. Separating the data into sets based on similarities of models such that
each set is summarized by one or more representatives, there is a growing
confirmation in the exploratory test of such sets of data to detect useful types,
this is called extraction of data. The work assumes in this method, an efficient
clustering algorithm that combines the characteristics of the BIRCH algorithm
and the K-means algorithm that it has shown. The nearest K-nearest distances
and nearest neighbor distances that can be made as a basis for categorizing test
data based on learning under the supervision of. The predictive accuracy of the
classifier is calculated for the grouping algorithm. In addition to several
evaluation measures are applied to analyze the execution of the sophisticated
clustering algorithm in the group with different classifiers (M. Basavaraju,
2010).

2.5.8 Efficient Spam Filtering System Based on Smart Cooperative
Subjective and Objective Methods
This method suggests an active method for filtering spam that
cooperatively and subjectively depends on filtering content more quickly and in
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a more credible way without content-based topical forms. A new method for
anti-spam filtering that integrates both traditional spam filtering methods and
the intelligent cooperative method of subjective spam filtering is presented.
The system integrates several applications. The first is an online trust strategy
that we have sophisticated and depends on the suggested method. A server
implementation has additional features appropriate for businesses and closed
work packages is another part of the scheme. Another part is a collection of
regular web services that allow each client or mail server to react with the
system. The job allows the mail servers to implement the email filtering
system. They can allow customers by email to participate in the problem of the
spam filter. (Samir A. Elsagheer Mohamed, 2013).

2.5.9 An Innovative Approach for Detecting Targeted Malicious E-mail
This explains how malicious emails are categorized and how messages
are deleted and known. To classify here, the method uses an email filter,
Bayesian spam filtering, and a J48 process that overcomes the problems that
have occurred in the C-Support Vector (C-SVM) linear machine. This machine
offers precise results compared to the existing one. There are three steps to
check first to find the malicious email. The second is the use classifier to
classify received emails and automatically send them to the trash and skip them
directly (B.V.R.R.Nagarjuna, 2013).

2.5.10 Email Spam Filtering Using Adaptive Genetic Algorithm
This technique introduced a genetic algorithm based on the shape of the
filter. Unwanted email has been discussed with its disadvantages and benefits.
The results proposed in this work are more detailed and have proposed that the
genetic algorithm may be a good choice in combination with other techniques
so that the email filter can provide a stronger resolution. This algorithm
successfully recognizes spam. The performance of the process is based on the
parameters of the genetic algorithm and the dataset. The adequacy of the
algorithm is greater than 82% (Jitendra Nath Shrivastava, 2014)

2.511 Detection of fraudulent emails using plenty of advanced features
This method introduces a fraudulent e-mail detection template that uses
the advanced feature option. The method extracted several types of features and
compared the performance of each feature class with others in terms of
fraudulent email discovery rate. The route used different classification
algorithms including NB, SVM, CCM and J48. The different types of features
are integrated step by step. The experiments were performed in different sets of
features and in different forms of classification. The comparability of the
results is so well presented and the notation shows that for fraudulent tasks of
detection of electronic mail, the set of the characteristics is anyway more
significant of the method of classification. The results of the work suggest that
the task of detecting fraudulent e-mails requires the best feature set option;
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while the choice of classification mode is of minor importance. The work has
made it possible to achieve the accuracy of the fraudulent detection of e-mails
by approximately 96%. (Sarwat Nizamani, 2014)

2.5.12 Online Imbalanced Support Vector Machine for Phishing Emails
Filtering
Vector Standard Machine Support (SVM) could result in suboptimal
filtering results from phishing emails, and often takes a long time to implement
the classification of large data sets. In this way, an unbalanced online version
of SVM (OISVM) is suggested. First, an e-mail becomes twenty well-selected
features based on their content and link characters. Secondly, OISVM was
developed to optimize the truth of the classification and reduce the computation
period, a new technique is used to set the dates of the unbalanced separation
hyperplane group and an online algorithm to make the retention process be
very fast Compared to current methods, preliminary results indicate that IUMS
may make considerable use of a proposed form of expressive assessment. The
results of the experiments show that OISVM can achieve such good results
with the different sets of used validation data. In addition, a number of features
have been described, particularly suitable for filtering phishing messages
(XiaoQing Gu, 2014).

2.5.13 Online Malicious Spam Email Detection System Using Resource
Allocating Network with Locality Sensitive Hashing
This method offers a new online system that is able to quickly find and
adjust email spam changes and Uniform Resource Locator (URL) location
links directly to malicious websites by updating the system any day by
inserting a separate task on a server to generate template formation in this
double back-up emails are automatically collected and the category tags were
provided by a "software-type tracking" for the website malice web site called
"SPIKE". In Universal, since senders apply persuasion to broadcast many
malicious e-mail messages at intervals, this widespread spam often has
comparable content or matches. Therefore, it is not necessary that all junk mail
be learned. New children with spam should be chosen for learning and this can
be done to quickly adapt to incoming malicious attacks, and this can be
achieved by inserting an effective learning method into a pattern classifier.
With this objective, the method assumes that the resource allocation network
with the locally sensitive hash (RAN-LSH) is a classifier type with a data
selection function. In RAN-LSH, spam or the like as previously inspected
quickly for fetched from a locally sensitive Hashage hash program (LSH),
where the same emails were comparable. "Well learned" are ignored without
being used as training data. To analyze e-mail messages, the method adopts the
word bag produced and processes the characteristic vectors. The characteristics
of the same depend on the document frequency of the inverse frequency
document (TF-IDF) that has been normalized (Siti-Hajar-Aminah Ali, 2015).
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2.6 Security Protocols
2.6.1 Secure E-mail Protocols Providing Perfect Forward Secrecy Certificate
of Encrypted Message Being a Signature (CEMBS)
There are two protocols for email in this way. Both privacy protocols
are based on the Certificate of Encrypted Message Being a Signature (CEMBS)
and Diffie-Hellman keys are provided. CEMBS is applied to convince an
auditor that an encrypted text is actually a party's signature on public
information while the signature is not exposed. Both protocols are appropriate
for the real-world email system and can provide an idealistic secret. The first,
the recipient claims a portable system, that is to say a smart card to recover a
secret random integer used for each round and keep it for the calculation of the
short-term key, and this key is built under the Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
Except for the sender and the receiver, no one can calculate the short-term key
shared between the two parties (sender and receiver). Therefore, if the sender's
secret key is exposed, it will never detect the short-term key. As a result, all
past e-mails can remain secure. The second protocol is similar to the first
protocol and more flexible and appropriate for the email system and used
Diffie-Hellman to build the short-term key. This protocol enforces CEMBS to
prevent the mail server from knowing the short-term key. If the sender's
password or secret key is exposed, an attacker can only obtain the superscript
or secret signature. As a result, the attacker will not have the short-term key
only if both the sender's password and secret key are exposed at the same time.
Even both engaged at the same time; Only then the attacker can get the key in
the short term. Previous short-term keys cannot be detected because the shortterm key is built under the Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Therefore, this
protocol offers a perfect forward secrecy (PFS) (Hung-Min Sun, 2005).

2.6.2 Robust Email Protocols with Perfect Forward Secrecy
The method provides two feasible Email protocols supplying PFS in
which an additional short-term key is determined between a recipient and an email server that applies the Diffie-Hellman key exchange. The first protocol
has the feature that encryption of the signature algorithm or encryption can be
performed by applying any public key algorithm. The second protocol achieves
both the competition and the secret ideal (Bum Han Kim, 2006).

2.6.3 SMEmail - a New Protocol for the Secure Email in Mobile
Environments
A new secure application layer protocol, called SMEmail, is introduced,
which provides several security properties, such as authentication, integrity,
non-repudiation, confidentiality and sends confidentiality of email messages.
SMEmail presents a public-key resolution based on an elliptical curve that uses
public keys for recorded keys that establish symmetric encryption and,
therefore, is desirable for the program of limited resources, such as mobile
telephones (Mohsen Toorani, 2008).
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2.7 Finger Print Authentication Scheme
2.7.1 A Secure Email System Based on Fingerprint Authentication Scheme
This method suggests that a new secure messaging system is based on a
fingerprint authentication system that integrates the IBE scheme with
fingerprint authentication technology. The system completely solves the
current problems encountered in email security protection implementations
(Zhe Wu, 2007).

2.7.2 Using Fingerprint Authentication to Reduce System Security - An
Empirical Study
In this study, (96) volunteers created two accounts, one protected by a
password and the other protected by a password and a fingerprint reader. The
consequences of the study greatly help the hypothesis, on average. By using the
fingerprint reader, user passwords were created that could take up to three
thousandths of time to break, which would likely eliminate the two-factor
authentication function (Hugh Wimberly, 2011).

2.8 Enhanced User Skills
2.8.1 Protecting People from Phishing: The Design and Evaluation of an
Embedded Training Email System
This method describes the evaluation and design of a messaging system
integrated with the training that teaches users through a simple email.
Experiments that contrast the performance of standard phishing security
warnings with two integrated unit designs that have been implemented are
sophisticated. Integrated training is more active than the current exercise of
sending safety observations. The results suggest that the current exercise of
publishing security notifications is unnecessary and that all integrated training
interference helps inform people about phishing and prevent phishing attacks.
The sound design rules are derived for integrated drive systems (Ponnurangam
Kumaraguru, 2007).

2.8.2 Security services as coping mechanisms: an investigation into user
intention to adopt an Email authentication service
This method verifies the ingredients that influence the user's intention to
apply an email authentication service. The results indicate that the user's
intention to organize an email security service is conditioned on users
understanding the estimation and danger of external and internal coping
strategies. The work takes part in the investigation of the behavior of
information security, the design and design of the success of the service and the
adoption of security services (Tejaswini Herath, 2014).
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2.9 Summary
comparison between the protocols and solutions that you use with the
methods and protocols to solve the problem of solving the electronic problem.
Here are the possible conclusions:
 In Encryption group, the best method is to use a new public-key email
scheme combined with elliptic curve encryption because it provides
authentication, confidentiality, integrity and non-obfuscation, and uses
curve encryption. Elliptical in this method. It offers strong encryption
text.
 In Filtering group, all techniques are specialized in detecting the threat
message based on the classification.
 In Security Protocols group, all techniques provide authentication,
confidentiality, integrity, and non-denial. However, the method "Robust
E-Mail Protocols with Perfect Forward Secrecy" has been improved for
the "Secure Messaging Protocols for Perfect Privacy" method. SMEmail
- A new protocol for the Secure Email in Mobile Environments method
is used for the mobile platform only.
 In Finger Print Authentication Scheme group, the technique "Secure
messaging system based on a fingerprint authentication scheme" is
certainly the best method, since authentication, confidentiality, integrity
and non-enlightenment are guaranteed
 In the Advanced User Capabilities group, the first method for detecting
the phishing message and the second method for messaging
authentication services.
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Chapter Three
THE PROPOSED
APPROACH

3.1 System Overview
The working mechanism of the overall proposed system is depicted in Figure (1)
named the block diagram of the proposed approach. The following diagram briefly
represents all the required steps as follows:
 From home page, login the system.
 If the user is an existent and the password is correct, then you have a
permission to access the system, otherwise quit. In addition, the administrator
has a permission to create new passwords for new users and store them in
database.
 There are two offered encryption methods. The user should choose one of
them to encrypt the following written message.
 Decryption of the text message is done with the agreement of the encryption
key.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed approach
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3.1.1 System description:
The System description contains the followings:

Home Page: It is the main page in which users access the system and access the login
page.
Login: This page enables the user to write a user name and password to verify his or
her identity, or to register in the system to be able to use the system.
Permissions: This feature is used to grant permissions to users to be able to use
system tools such as (create message - inbox - outbox - decryption), if the user does
not have permission to use the tool, the system move the user to the page containing a
letter that: "You are not authorized to access this page".
Messages Index: it is the page in which the user moves to create the message and
review the inbox mail and outbox mail as described in the chart (Figure 1).
Create: the create page is intended and concerned for creating e-mail which contains:
- To(receiver): They are the people who receive the messages and are only
registered in the system.
- Encryption key: Is a word used to encrypt a text message.
- Encrypt algorithm Type: Here the user chooses the type of encryption
algorithm to be encoded (PBKDF2, DES).
- Subject: title & subject topic of the message.
- Message body: The message text is written to the desired format before
encryption. The message is encrypted and stored in the database in encrypted
form, by pressing the send button.
Inbox: Inbox reviews the incoming messages for reading.
Outbox: Outbox reviews the Sent messages for reading.
.
Details message: Details message page is intended & concerned for Inbox or Outbox
details message email, which contains:
- Subject: title & subject topic of the message.
- Encrypt Algorithm Type: Shows the name of the used algorithm encryption.
- Message Body: Recalls encrypted message, and displays the message to the
user.
- Enter Encrypt Key: Is a word used to decrypt a text message.
- Decrypt button: When the user clicks this button. The text message will be
decrypted by using the encryption key and the type of used algorithm.
Database: the database is the place where the encrypted messages are stored in, and
recalls encrypted message from Database.
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3.2 Database Schema
The proposed approach works to encrypt the message by using two advanced
encryption algorithms, to keep the message content reading of others to persons
authorized to check out the content, when the process of sending the message, the
message is encrypted and stored in databases, to keep it secret even if the attack on
databases by hackers, the message remains protected because it is encrypted, as well
as it remains unread for programmers who stay abreast of the databases for
maintenance and development, and the lack of attention to what it was a channel that
is sent to a secure message or not, because the message is encrypted to become
unread.
The database schema is shown in Figure (2). It consists the following tables:
 Users: we built a table where data user will be stored, where it will be used to
login the user, using the user name and password to authenticate the user
login.
 Permissions: We added permissions to each user, to allow each user to use
what is authorized, whether it is from receiving messages only, or sending
messages only, or both together and other tasks.
 Message: To store encrypted messages and call them when needed, and
contain the basic parameters required for messages in general.
 Encrypt Type: In this table, the names of the cryptographic algorithms are
stored for use in the cryptographic algorithm.

Figure 2. Database Schema
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3.3 Encryption Algorithms
Two cryptographic algorithms will be used as follows:
 PBKDF2 (Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2) is defined in RFC
2898 and generates a salted hash. Often this is used to create an encryption
key from a defined password, and where it is not possible to reverse the
password from the hashed value. It is used in True Crypt to generate the key
required to read the header information of the encrypted drive, and which
stores the encryption keys.
Unlike the first version of this code, which used exactly the same values for
Salt, this new version generates random Salt values each time. this new
version will generate random salt values each time. Since salt must be
identical between encryption and decryption of a given string, the words salt is
added to the encrypted text during encryption and retrieved again to allow
decryption. The result of this is that encrypting the same plain text with the
same password gives a totally different encrypted text result each time
(CraigTP, 2012). They are considered The Best Password Managers for 2016
experiment by modifying the even parameters: salt value, key length and
number of iterations. These three parameters as a basis and compare the output
based on these parameters in terms of the time required to generate the hash of
the password. We have concluded that PBKDF2 is fast and can be considered
the best among three algorithms PBKDF2 Bcrypt and Scrypt (Ertaul, Kaur, &
Arun Kumar R Gudise).

 The Data Encryption Standard )DES) is a block cipher, meaning a
cryptographic key and algorithm are applied to a block of data simultaneously
rather than one bit at a time. To encrypt a plaintext message, DES groups it
into 64-bit blocks. Each block is enciphered using the secret key into a 56-bit
cipher text by means of permutation and substitution. The process involves 16
rounds and can run in four different modes, encrypting blocks individually or
making each cipher block dependent on all the previous blocks.
DES has 16 rounds of operation. The simple text is carried to 16 rounds of
operation that produces an encrypted text. With the same key and data as any
implementation, it produces the same result as the algorithm specified in this
standard. The data encryption standard has increased the level of security due
to the 16 rounds of operation. It is difficult for the unauthorized party to attack
and break. (Saikumar, 2017)
The use of 56-bit keys: 56-bit key is used in encryption, there are 256 possible
keys. brute force attack on such number of keys is impractical.
The nature of algorithm: Cryptanalyst can perform cryptanalysis by exploiting
the characteristic of DES algorithm but no one has succeeded in finding out
the weakness (bishnu, 2015).
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Chapter Four
EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

4.1 Tools Used
Multiple tools are used to implement our approach. To implement the
previously drawn diagram "Figure 1" where it consists of two layers, two programs
are used, "visual studio 2015 asp.net MVC 5" and "SQL Server 2014". MVC is the
abbreviation of Model View Controller, one of three ASP.NET programming models'
it a framework for building web applications by using an MVC (Model View
Controller) design as depicted in Figure (3). The Model represents the application
core (for instance a list of database records). The View displays the data (the database
records). The Controller handles the input (to the database records).
The MVC model also provides full control over HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.

Figure 3. The MVC mode (ASP.NET MVC Tutorial, 2018)

The Model is the part of the application that handles the logic for the
application data. model objects often retrieve data (and store data) from a database.
The View is the parts of the application that handles the display of the data. Most
often the views are created from the model data. The Controller is the part of the
application that handles user interaction. Typically, controllers read data from a view,
control user input, and send input data to the model.
The MVC separation helps manage complex applications, because can focus
on one aspect a time. For example, you can focus on the view without depending on
the business logic. It also makes it easier to test an application. The MVC separation
also simplifies group development. Different developers can work on the view, the
controller logic, and the business logic in parallel.
ADO.NET as shown in Figure (4), is a set of classes that expose data access
services for .NET Framework programmers. ADO.NET provides a rich set of
components for creating distributed, data-sharing applications. It is an integral part of
the .NET Framework, providing access to relational, XML, and application data.
ADO.NET supports a variety of development needs, including the creation of front-
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end database clients and middle-tier business objects used by applications, tools,
languages, or Internet browsers.

Figure 4. The ADO.Net Entity Framework (An Introduction to Entity Framework for

Absolute Beginners, n.d.)
Graphical user interface (GUI), scripting, C # coding and message encryption
algorithms are generated by using Microsoft Visual Studio Software 2015 with MVC
technology, as follows:
 Views: The view is responsible for providing the user interface (UI) to the
user. Once the controller has executed the appropriate logic for the
requested URL, it delegates the add to the view (using HTML).
 Controllers: The controllers in the MVC pattern are responsible for
responding to user input, often making changes to the model in response to
user input. In this way, the controllers of the MVC model deal with the
flow of the application, working with the incoming data and providing data
that is sent to the corresponding view (using C# Language).
 Models: From here the database is called and used, by calling fields as
needed. The commands are executed such as storing, editing, reading and
other required commands
The system was built and tested on the local host that is used to access
network services running on the host via the loopback network interface as depicted
in Figure 5.1. Using the loopback interface bypasses any local network interface
device, perform tests and implement the proposed approach in the previous unit.

Loopback network interface
Local host
Figure 5. Server local host
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In the beginning, the database program is set up and the database is created as
previously proposed by creating tables and setting the basic keys and secondary keys
to easily link the tables and retrieve the data by using the SQL code to be called and
used when needed.
We must take into account the requirements of the system during the
construction of databases and others, so as not to find difficulty and slow in the
implementation of orders and the occurrence of problems that make the
implementation of the test is difficult, so we used the program SQL 2008 & the
Microsoft visual studio community 2015, and has special requirements for operation.
These programs have been installed and tests performed on a machine that has the
following specifications: HP ProBook 450 G2 - Intel Core i7 5500U 2.40GHz - 8GB
RAM - 1TB HDD, Win 10 Enterprise 64Bit

4.2 Interfaces
The main page through which the system is accessed is depicted in the
following Figure (Figure 6). The new user must be registered in the system or login as
an existing user by entering the username and password as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Main Page
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Figure 7. Login/Registration page

A user who does not have a permission to access the page, an alert message
appears as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Alert message

The following Figure (Figure 9) depicts the main message page where the
Inbox and Outbox are selected.

Figure 9. Inbox and Outbox page

The message creation page by which the receiver is selected and the
encryption key is set, the type of algorithm is selected among password-based key
deviation function 2 and data encryption standard, the subject, and the text are shown
in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. New message

Figure 11 depicts the page that displays the encrypted message when the
encryption key is set to decrypt, the original text appears without any problems as
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Encrypted message

Figure 12. Original message
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The message format is stored in the database as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Message format

As shown in Figure 14, when using the DES algorithm, we encoded the word
"good bye" in A, B, C where in A, we used a different encryption word than B, C.
The result was that when using a different encryption key the result is different
despite the similarity of the text. But when using the PBKDF2 algorithm, we encoded
the word "good bye" with the same encryption key the result of the encryption is
different, because the algorithm generates public key randomly as depicted in Figure
15.

Figure 14. Implement of DES algorithm

Figure 15. Implement of PBKDF2 algorithm

The reason for using cryptographic algorithms
DES: DES is a 56-bit key. So, there are 2^56 possibilities of keys which would take a
decade to find the correct key using brute-force attack Encryption and decryption
takes the same algorithm. Only that the function needs to be reversed and the key
should be taken in opposite order. This is very convenient for software and hardware
requirements (Noushad, 2017).
PBKDF2: PBKDF2 is purposely slow. The slowing is achieved by adding big number
of iterations and a long random salt, which makes the brute force attack on key
created with PBKDF2 much harder (Tordgeman, n.d.).
Based on the above mentioned, Cryptographic algorithms were used for their strength
and the difficulty of breaking encryption algorithms
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Using diagnostic tools of Microsoft Visual Studio:
The researcher used PBKDF2 in the following experiments:
Experiment 1: When the researcher encrypted " In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most
Merciful. “, by using the encryption key “Create”, the result showed that the encryption
procedure consumed and used 25% of all processors and lasted 512 MS ( Figure 16 ).

Figure 16 Experiment 1 used PBKDF2
Experiment 2: When the researcher encrypted " Praise be to Allah, the Cherisher and
Sustainer of the worlds; Most Gracious, Most Merciful; Master of the Day of Judgment. Thee
do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. Show us the straight way, the way of those on whom
Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not wrath, and who go not astray “,
by using the encryption key “Create”, the result showed that the encryption procedure
consumed and used 26% of all processors and lasted 647 MS ( Figure 17) .

Figure 17 Experiment 2 used PBKDF2
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The researcher used DES in the following experiments:
Experiment 2 : When the researcher encrypted " In the name of Allah, Most
Gracious, Most Merciful. “, by using the encryption key “Create”, the result
showed that the encryption procedure consumed and used 8% of all processors
and lasted 309 MS ( Figure 18).

Figure 18 Experiment 3 used DES

Experiment 1 : When the researcher encrypted " Praise be to Allah, the Cherisher and
Sustainer of the worlds; Most Gracious, Most Merciful; Master of the Day of
Judgment. Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. Show us the straight way, the
way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not
wrath, and who go not astray “, by using the encryption key “Create”, the result
showed that the encryption procedure consumed and used 25% of all processors and
lasted 605 MS (Figure 19).

Figure 19 Experiment 4 used DES
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Chapter FIVE
CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE WORK

5.1 Summary and Concluding Remarks
In this thesis, the new idea is proposed for encrypting electronic text
messages by using algorithms that are circulated through a key agreed upon by
the sender and receiver. The encrypted text message is handled and stored in
the database, the system is internal, and sends messages only to people
registered in the system and if the system has been compromised or lost the
user's password, the message remains encrypted and you need key to decrypt it,
so we keep the message secret even if the account or system is lost.
The system principle depends on the registry for authentication and then
get permissions to use the commands related to sending and receiving and
reviewing messages and others. We have implemented two algorithms to apply
& achieve the idea and give the user the freedom and choice to choose
encrypted algorithms for the message, the first algorithm is symmetric and the
other is asymmetric, which the algorithm encrypts the messages upon the
choice of the user. Cryptographic algorithms were used for their strength and
the difficulty of breaking encryption algorithms, that's why algorithms were used.
The encryption and decryption process were very successful for the two
algorithms. The algorithms were called and used to encrypt and decrypt the
messages without any problems. The algorithms worked as proposed and gave
expected results as planned. The stored text messages in the database are
encrypted and unreadable form of hackers and developers of the program, and
this is the main objective and aim of the search.
Upon using diagnostic tools of Microsoft Visual Studio, and by using
PBKDF2 encrypt algorithm the results of the implementation of the experiments are
close to using CPU procedure and time. PBKDF2 encrypt algorithm maintained the
performance of CPU and time of implementation. In the contrary, by using DES
encrypt algorithm the results of the implementation of the experiments of DES
encrypt algorithm showed that there was a big difference between Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 regarding the performance of CPU and time of implementation.

5.2 Future Work
The researcher suggests the followings:-

-

The proposed system could be developed in the future to work in
different smartphones platforms and adding more encryption and
decryption algorithms.
Developing the system to include the attachment of multimedia and files
with other extensions and work to encrypt those attachments.
Conducting and carrying out further researches and studies on e-mail
encryption issues.
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